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1. INTRODUCTION 
The pseudodifferential operator is the basic object of the modern theory of linear, partial differ- 
ential equations. It has found many applications throughout pure mathematics including index 
theory, K-theory, and Hodge theory and provided an extremely powerful technique in applied 
mathematics for solving variable coefficient PDEs. Recently, Zagier studied the pseudodilfer- 
ential operator through Rankin-Cohen brackets, which are bilinear operators defined over the 
spaces of modular forms and Jacobi-like forms. Further properties of pseudodifferential operators 
constructed from modular forms as well as Jacobi-like forms have been explored and pseudodif- 
ferential operators with some kind of automorphic behavior have been studied in detail [1]. On  
the other hand, it has been well known that Hecke operators play an essential role in the theory 
of modular forms. Hecke operators are endomorphisms on the vector spaces of modular forms. 
They are used as a tool to understand arithmetic properties of modular forms in terms of Fourier 
coefficients and give analytic properties of modular forms through L-series. Moreover, certain 
sets of Hecke operators possess ring or algebra structure called a Hecke ring or a Hecke algebra. 
Therefore, various forms of Hecke algebras have been studied extensively over the years in con- 
nection with several branches of mathematics such as the theory of finite group representations, 
the theory of knots, quantum groups, etc. 
In this paper, we construct Hecke operators on the space of pseudodifferential operators, which 
are compatible with the usual Hecke operators on modular forms and Jacobi-like forms. In 
particular, we study Hecke operators that are compatible with the isomorphism between two 
exact sequences involving the space of F-invariant pseudodifferential operators and the space of 
Jacobi-like forms. In [2], a Hecke operator on differential equations has been defined and its 
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properties have been studied. We present a theory of Hecke operators on differential equations 
analogous to those on pseudodifferential operators. 
2. DEF IN IT IONS 
First, we recall the definition of Hecke operators acting on the space of F-invariant functions 
and Jacobi-like forms. We follow definitions and notations given in [3,4]. 
Let GL+(2, R) (respectively, SL(2, R)) be the multiplicative group of 2 x 2 real matrices with 
positive determinant (respectively, determinant 1). Then, GL+(2, R) acts on the Poincar~ upper 
half-plane 
7~={z•C[ Imz>0} 
as linear fractional transformations. If M = (~ 4) • GL+(2,R) and if f :  7~ -~ C is a function, 
define a slash operator as 
(f[kM)(z) = det(M)k/2(cz +d)-k f (Mz),  (2.1) 
k•Z.  
DEFINITION 2.1. Let F C SL(2,R) be a Phchsian group of the first kind, so that the quotient 
space F\~/U {cusps} is a compact R/emann surface, and let k be a nonnegative integer. Let R 
be a F-/nvariant ring of functions in 7"l. 
1. A meromorphic function f : 7-I ~ C is a modular form of weight k for F if it satisfies 
(f[kM)(z) = f(z), 
for all M • F and v • ~l and is meromorphic at the cusps. We shall denote by Me(F) 
the space of all modular forms of weight k for F. 
2. An element • in the vector space 
kcz + d' (cz + d) 2' = eeX/(cz+4)¢(z,X), V E F 
is called a Jacobi-like form. Here, R is a F-invariant ring of functions in TI. 
We now recall definitions of Hecke operators on the above vector spaces. If F1 and F2 are 
subgroups of GL+(2,R), then we say that F1 and F2 are commensurable and write F1 ~ F~ if 
F1 N F2 has finite index in both F1 and F2. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let F be the Fachsian group of the first kind as above, and set 
= {M e GL+(2,R) IMFM -1 ,,~ F}. 
H M E F, then the double coset FMF has disjoint coset decomposition of the form FMF = 
tA$=IFM~ for some M~ E GL+(2,R). We will denote it by FMF = I]~=1FMv. Then, we have 
the following. 
1. The Hecke operator on Mk(F) associated to M E F is a map T(M) : Mk(F) --* Mk(F) 
defined by 
8 
T(M) f  = det(M) k/2-1 ~-~(fIkM~), (2.2) 
b'=0 
for all f • Mk(F). 
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2. The Hecke operator on if(F) associated to M • F is a map V(M) : f l(F) ~ f l ( r )  defined 
by 
s ( (det M)X "~ 
V(M)¢ = Z e-e"X/(e"z+d")¢ \M~z' (cuz + d,)2 ] , (2.3) 
~'----0 
for all ,~ • if(F). 
REMARK 2.3. The Hecke operator V(M) on if(F) is a Hecke operator on the space of Jacobi 
forms (see [5]). For (I)(z, X) • if(F), we note the function ~(z, X2), ~(z, X) • if(F) satisfies one 
of the functional equation for Jacobi forms of weight 0 and index 1. 
3.  MODULAR FORMS AND 
PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL  OPERATORS 
We start from a formal definition of pseudodifferential operators given in [1,4]. 
Let a -- d be the associated differential operator which transforms under a coordinate change 
td~'~-lO Let R be a ring of functions on C on which 0 acts, so that the pair r --* ~ as 0 --* (0) = ,~7,  • 
(R, O) is a ring with derivation. By a pseudodifferential operator (~DO(R)) over R, we will mean 
a formal Laurent series in the formal inverse 0 -x of 0 with coefficients in R, i.e., an element of 
the vector space 
~PDO(R)=lZhnOn:hnER',n~z h,~=0, if n>>0}.  
The multiplication of pseudodifferential operators is implied by Leibniz rule 
m m,n  r>0 
and q~DO(R) in this way forms an associative ring. Let 
~DO(R)w={ 5¢O~-nn=oJr' , fnER} 
be a subspace of ~DO(R), for each w E Z. Then the following is a short exact sequence: 
0 --* q~DO~_x(R) ~ q~DOto(R) ---* R ---* O, 
for every w e Z, where the final map sends ~'~-m>0 fm O~-m to f0. 
If the coordinate change is a fractional linear transformation 5 = M(z) = (az + b/cz + d) with 
M = ( :  b) E SL(2,R), then 
) = [(cz + a) o] = n! - 1 c"(cz + 
n 
rt=0 
If we have a group F C SL(2, R) acting on R as a linear fractional transformation, we denote by 
M/~(R, F) the space of invariants of R under action f --* f[a of F. 
If we take for R, the ring of all holomorphic functions in the complex upper half-plane 7"/which 
are bounded by a (positive) power of (Izl 2 + 1)/Imz, and F(C SL(2,R)) is a Fuchsian group of 
the first kind, then Mk(R, F) = Mk(F) is the usual space of holomorphic modular forms on F. 
From now on, we let F be a Fuchsian group of the first kind and R be a ring of all holomorphic 
functions in 7-/which are bounded by a power of (Izl 2 + 1)/Imz. 
By taking F-invariants in the above the short exact sequence, we get a sequence 
0 ~ qYDO(R)rk_x ~ q~DO(R)rk --* M2k(R, F) ~ 0. (3.1) 
The following proposition states that this sequence is exact and splits canonically. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. (See [i].) For k E N, define an operator £k : R --* ~DO(R) -k  by 
oo 1)[1)Wf(n)0 k n. £k( f )  = ) -~( -1 ) "  (n + ~)!(n + k - . _ _ 
n=0 n!(n + 2k - 
Then, £k(fl2kM) = £~(f)loM, for all M E SL(2,R). In particular, if f E Mzk(F), then f-k(f) E 
ql DO( n )rk. 
According to Proposition 3.2 given in [1], the sequence 
0 -~ y ( r )k+l  -~ o'(r)~ -~ M2k(r )  -~ 0 (3.2) 
splits and is canonically isomorphic to the split short exact sequence in (3.1), for k 6 N. Here 
y( r )k  = y n Xka[[Xl]. 
The following proposition states explicit relation between space lliptic modular forms and that 
of Jacobi-like forms. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (See [1].) Let Ck be an element of R for each k E N. Then the fo//owing are 
equivalent: 
1. ~(z ,  x )  := E~°=I Ck(z)X k • y ( r ) ,  
2. ¢(z) := ~-~.~°ffil(-1)kk[(k - 1)]¢k(z)O -k • ~DO(R) r, 
3. (¢kl2kT)(z) k-1 • .  = Enffio l ln!(elcz + d)n¢k_n(z), for all k > 1 and "y = (c d) • F, 
k-1  r 2 - -  4. Er__0(--1) (( k - 2 r)!/r!)¢~_)r(z) • M2k(r), for a//k > 1, 
5.  ¢~n(Z)  n -1  = ~-':-r=o (1/r[(2n - r - 1)[)f(r__)r(z), where fk • M2k(r) (k > 1). 
4. HECKE OPERATORS,  PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL  
OPERATORS,  AND JACOBI -L IKE  FORMS 
We define a Hecke operator on the pseudodifferential operators as the following way. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let M • F and let T(M)  be the Hecke operator on the space MZk(F) of 
modular forms of weight 2k on F described in (2.2). A Hecke operator T~(M) on the space 
~DO(R)  r, k • N, is a map 
T~(M) : k~DO(R)rk , k~DO(R)rk 
such that for each ¢ • @DO(R)rk the modular form fT~,(M)¢ corresponding toT~(M)¢/s equa/ 
to the image T (M) fv  of modular form corresponding to¢; namely, T(M) f¢ = fr.(M)¢ where f¢ 
is a modular form corresponding to ¢ • ~2DO(R)r_k. 
Now, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
1. A Hecke operator T~(M) given in the definition on the space ~2DO(R)r__k is an endomor- 
phism. 
2. Let M • F with the decomposition ofdouble coset 
8 
FMF = l ' I  FM~ 
Is~-I 
for some M~ • GL+(2,R). For each ¢(r) = ~nfogn(v)Oc¢ -n-k • ~DO(R)rk,_ gk ~ O, 
k E N, the explicit formuh of T#(M) is given by 
oo 
T~(M)(¢) = (det M) t¢-1 E(n  + k)!(n + k - 1)! 
n=0 
• n (e,)n_tgtl2k+zeM v 
E (n - t)!(t + k)!(t + k - 1)!(cvr + dv) "-t'O-"-k" 
vffi0 t----0 
Here,  = ) 
To prove this, we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let f(T) • M~k(r) and M = (; d)* • ~ with rMr  = [L--~' rM~. 
1. 
n (_c)n_eDe(f)12k+2t M , 
Dn(II2kM) = n!(n + 2k - 1)[ Z e[(n - ~ - -  l)V.-~-.~ d)n-t 
t=O 
where D(f) = d-~r" 
2. Let TiM ) be the Hecke operator on M2~(r) g/gen/n (2.2). Then, for f • M2k(r), 
OQ 8 
£k(T(M) I )  = (det M) k-~ ~ y~,'A-1)"(r~ + k)!(n + k - 1)! 
n=O u=O 
(--cu)n-tf  (t) 12k+2tMu o-n_k 
t~(~ - t).-~(~ ¥ ~-  ~d~) - -~ 
t=O 
PROOF. These can be proved by induction on n. 
We now prove the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. 
1. Since F-invaxiant pseudodifferential operator can be expanded as a sum of lifts from modu- 
lax form f from (3.1) and (3.2), the operator T¢(M) on ~DO(R)r_k can be determined by 
T¢(M)(Ek(f)). So, if we let T~(M)(£k(f)) = £k(T(M)f), then the operator T~(M) is a 
well-defined endomorphism on ~DO(R)r_k such that, for each ~b e ~DO(R)r_k, the mod- 
ulax form fT,(M)¢ corresponding to T¢(M)¢ is equal to the image T(M)f¢ of modular 
form corresponding to ¢ under T¢(M). 
2. For each M e F and f e M2k(F), we let 
(n + k)!(n + k - 1)! f(~)(~). 
gn(r) = ( -1)  n n!(n Jr 2k -  1)! 
Then, we have ¢(r)  oo -- ~"]~nffi0 g,(r) cg-n-k = £k(f). To check the explicit formula in the 
theorem, we need to compute £k(T(M)f). This follows from Lemma 4.3: 
(T~ (M)O)(z) = £k(T(M)J) 
8 C¢~ 
-- (det M)k -1E  E ( -1)n(n + k)!(n + k - 1)! 
v----0 n----0 
(-c~,)n-t f (t) 12k+2tM~, O_n_k 
t=O 
oo  
= (det M) k-1 ~-~(n + k)!(n + k - 1)! 
n=O 
s n (cv)n_tgt[2k+2tM v -h- 
E (~ - e)!(e + k - 1)!(t + k ) ! (e :  + d~)" -~°  
k. 
u=O ~-----0 
Since J(F)l¢ is isomorphic to ~IDO(R)r k by (3.1) and (3.2), we state the compatibility 
of Hecke operators T¢(M), V(M), and T(M). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let V(M), T(M), T¢(M), be Hecke operators on the spaces f l(F), Mk(F), 
and ~t DO( R)r_k, respectively. These Hecke operators axe compatible with respect o the isomor- 
phism between two exact sequences (3.1),(3.2). In other words, 
1. let ¢(z,X) - E~ffil Cn(z) Xk • J (F )  and let (V(M)¢)(z,X) = En°°=I (bn(z)X k. Then, 
O0 
E( -1 ) '~n! (n -  1)!$n(z)0-" = (T,(M)¢)(z) • @DO(n) r, 
where ¢(z) -- Y~ffi l(-1)nn!(n - 1)!¢n(z)0 -n ; 
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. 
n-1  
Cn(z) = ~ r[(2n 1 _ - r - 1)[ Dr(T(M)'fn-r)' 
where A • M2k (r). 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION. Proposition 3.2 implies that ~b(z) = ~"]~ffi l(-1)nn[(n - 1)!¢n(z)O -n E 
@DO(R) r. 
So ~']~ffil(-1)nn!(n - 1)i]pn(z)O -n e @DO(R) r. Since 
~n(Z)-  ~ (-c~)n-J-l(q~J+l[2j+2Mv) 
one can check the equality from the explicit formula T~(M) given in Theorem 4.2. Therefore, 
the results follows. 
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